
Wolverhampton Wheelers Track League 25th June 2014 

Freewheelers by Joseph Lister 

This week’s Freewheelers racing began with a flying 200 metre.  The riders were set off in 

turn on the back straight and timing began when they crossed the 200 metre line. For the A’s 

event, Ethan Roberts took first place followed by James Morris and Will Perry.  In the B’s 

race, Reuben James was first, after making a remarkable effort, whilst Oliver Hancher was 

second (having to redo his time due to the timekeeper not paying attention!) and Noah 

Thomas riding to take third.  

Next was a two lap Handicap.  Tom White along with help of Jacob Thomas, made a break 

with Ed Pibworth closely following behind. The two rider breakaway was brought back by 

Ethan Roberts who rode away to take another win, with Ed Pibworth just losing out on the 

top three,to Tom White, followed by Grace Lister.  The B’s Handicap saw Alfie Austin hold 

the gap to claim first place, along with six points, whilst the race for second and third place 

was a shoulder to shoulder sprint to the line between Noah Thomas and Reece Morris.  

The third event of the evening was a Team Sprint involving all of the riders working together 

to finish first. The A’s were split into two teams with Ed Pibworth, Grace Lister, Tom White, 

James Morris, Oliver Baker and Ethan Roberts in the home straight whilst Sam Anslow, 

Jacob Thomas, Isaac Stephenson, Jack Andrews, Alex Ward and Will Perry lined up on the 

fence in the back straight.  Once the race was underway, it was clear it was going to be close 

with all riders riding as a tight team.  The race was a close fight for the line with Ethan 

Roberts’ team taking the win and all gaining six points.  

The B’s were also split into two teams with Ferne Roberts (On Alex Ward’s bike after 

puncturing in a previous race), Noah Thomas, Reuben James and Reece Morris against Mia 

Anslow, Ben Price, Alfie Austin and Oliver Hancher.  The B’s race was still relatively close, 

with all riders riding together well, however Reece Morris’s team rode to win, all gaining six 

points.  

As the nights racing came to a close, the last event was a Keirin. Ironically, Tom White also 

punctured (later finding the problem to be drawing pins left on the track!) and borrowed Ed 

Pibworth’s bike.  The Derny pulled off and with 300 metres to go, Ethan Roberts pulled up to 

let Will Perry ride underneath before sitting on Will’s wheel and sprinting past him as they 

entered the home straight.  

The B’s Keirin was won by Alex Ward after he rode away to take a remarkable win followed 

by Noah Thomas, Reuben James and Alfie Austin sprinting shoulder to shoulder for the line.   

Youth and Senior by Dave Brookes 

This evening's Youth and Senior racing consisted of a series of Scratch, Elimination and 

Keirin events and after eight weeks racing it is pertinent to look at the Rankings to see if any 

relevant points can be made at this early stage.  This report will look at Senior B leaving 

Senior A and Youth to future reports.  There are currently two riders sharing the first place in 



the Rankings.  Lichfield City CC rider Steve Wilkinson shares the top spot with Mark Shaw 

of Walsall Roads CC.  Steve has put in some consistently good racing both now and last 

season and Mark has regularly appeared within the top three places for several seasons now.  

The closeness of their performances can only add to the excitement of the racing this year.  

Wheeler Carl Hardwick is in third place.  Carl has worked hard to improve his racing year on 

year and this is his best season so far. 

Paul Wright (Brotherton Cycles) is in eighth place in his first season in the league.  Paul is 

involved in cycling at all levels and his company Brotherton Cycles has sponsored several 

Wheelers events as well as triathlon at an international level.  First female racer is Wheeler 

Georgia Hilleard well ahead of her father Alan who can only manage thirteenth place but 

there's plenty of time yet Alan!  Female riders now make a significant and increasing impact 

on the racing particularly in Senior B and a future report will concentrate on them. 

Youth riders are now firmly in control of the final Handicap race (this week tailored 16 laps) 

up to the Intermediate Sprint and it was Will Manfield-Yorke first over the line closely 

followed by Matty Lewis.  Joseph Lister took third place ahead of Joseph Guy with Gabriella 

Homer and Seb Bacon taking fifth and sixth places respectively.  Then it was hard racing to 

the end with another victory for Jack Escritt (Velocity WD-40) followed by Ben Manfield-

Yorke and Jason Colledge. 


